Once upon a time, there lived a Mr. and Mrs. Mouse and their daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Mouse decided that it was time for their beautiful daughter to get married.

However, they wanted their daughter to get married to the most powerful in the world.
Mr. and Mrs. Mouse thought the sun was the most powerful in the world. So they went on the top of a mountain to ask
However, the sun said, “I am not the most powerful in the world. The cloud is. He can cover me up.”
So Mr. and Mrs. Mouse asked the cloud to marry their daughter. However, the cloud said, “I am not the most powerful in the world. The wind is. He can blow me away.”
So Mr. and Mrs. Mouse asked the wind to marry their daughter. However, the wind said, “I am not the most powerful in the world. The wall is. He can block me.”
So Mr. and Mrs. Mouse asked the wall to marry their daughter. However, the wind said, “I am not the most powerful in the world. The
“Of course! The mouse is the most powerful in the world. Our daughter shall marry a mouse!” exclaimed Mr. and Mrs. Mouse.
And so their beautiful daughter married a young mouse and they lived happily ever after.